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IMAGINE HOTELS & RESORTS OPENS FLAGSHIP PROPERTY IN MELBOURNE
BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA – Brett Pointon, CEO and founder of Imagine Hotels and Resorts, announces the group’s first
Australian property with the opening of Imagine Marco, Southbank Melbourne.
Just imagine … the very best of Melbourne at your doorstep with Crown Casino, Melbourne CBD, Rod Laver Arena and
the National Gallery all within walking distance. Set amongst the vibrant fashion, arts and dining hub of Southbank,
Imagine Marco Hotel is purposefully designed to combine space, service and style in one seamless guest experience
… the first of many for this burgeoning Australian Hotel Group
Imagine a place to stay in Melbourne where you’ll feel at home every time. Beyond the essential’s you’d expect such
as separate living and dining, in-room laundry, luxury kitchen, Foxtel and Wi-Fi, you’ll feel the difference as soon as
you walk in. Imagine timber floors under foot, fresh air on your private balcony, room to breathe, and interior touches
that surprise and delight. The details that make the difference.

“We started with the quintessential mark of a great hotel, the Hotel
bed” said Brett Pointon on the Hotel’s signature bedding. With over
200 rooms, gym, pool, cinema and Lobby Café (opening May), the
Hotel offers a range of 1 & 2 Bedroom apartments, Junior &
Executive Suites, making Imagine Marco the property of choice for
corporates, short or long breaks and family vacations alike.
Imagine Marco
42 – 48 Balston St, Southbank 3006
phone: 1300 062 726
email: marco@imaginehotelsresorts.com

ABOUT IMAGINE HOTELS & RESORTS
Imagine Hotels and Resorts are re-imagining the art of apartment
style hotel accommodation. With over 50 year’s management
experience in Australia, New Zealand, Dubai and Asia, the Imagine
team are seasoned hotel and apartment operators with a passion for
exceptional guest experiences whilst achieving outstanding results
for investors.
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